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With 20 different classes, and a ton of grinding you need to get them. somewhere, solving your core class in the Black Desert Internet is not an easy task. Each one is really unique in its playing style, combo and strategy, so you will definitely have to try at least 3 or 4 of them before deciding your core. This guide will help you decide which of the 20 classes
feel right for you, along with helpful links to the official Discord server for each class. You can also determine which classes share basic or sub weapons, so can provide you with some interesting alternatives. Keep in mind that all Weapons Awakening is unique, each class has its own. Without further ado, let's dive into the world of the Black Desert, and
discuss each class separately! Women's Classes Home Kriegsmesser Awakening Vediant Sub Decorative Knot Class: Dark Knight (en) Equipment: Aretel Weapons: Kibelius Class Release Date: March 1, 2017 Resource: EP Main Weapon: Kriegsmesser (exclusive) - Melee Sub-Weapon: Ornamental Knot (same with Berserker) Awakening Weapons:
Vediant - Attack Range: Combo: Control: Defense: Dodging: Pros Easy Combos High Mobility Tons Of AoE Damage Cons Of Glass Gun 1v1s, Usually Is the challenging Mana Potion Hungry Dark Knight is one of the most recognizable and one of the most criticized as under-resourced by the players. It has been having a rough patch in PvP for a long time,
so you may encounter many people who would be advised not to play DK. On the bright side, it still offers one of the fastest grinding experiences - as long as you have mana potions! Its main weapon revolves around strong, targeted hits, while its awakening will allow you to destroy everything that blocks your path - from afar! Mixing melee attacks and
spelling makes DK a class that is hard to annoy. Official Dark Knight Discord Home Battle Axe Awakening Jordun Sub Shield Class: Guardian Equipment and Weapons: Ynixtra Class Release Date: January 22, 2020 Resource: WP Main Weapon: Combat Axe (Exclusive) - Melee Sub-Weapons: Shield (same with Valkyrie and Warrior) Awakening Weapons:
Jordun - Melee Attack: Combo: Control: Defense: Dodging: Dodging: Pros Easy Combo Tons AoE Damage New Player Friendly Powerful in Both PvE and Node Wars Lows Easily! Definitely a great option for new players, as it has some of the easiest to perform combos in BDO, with massive damage output, and great mobility - albeit a bit cumbersome in
doing so. You won't have a problem with engaging in any mode of play like the Guardian, since your strength can easily match each opponent - once you understand its mechanics. The big drawback is the That your strength can be easily predicted by qualified players, so you may find it hard to contest some spots. Official Guardian Discord Essential Shorts
Awakening Sah Chakram Sub Kunai' Class: Class: | Equipment and Weapons: Ayo Class Release Date: July 20, 2016 Resource: WP Main Weapon: Shortward (same with Tamer and Ninja) - Melee Sub-Weapons: Kunai (same with Ninja, Better for Kuno) / Shuriken (same with Ninja, Better for Ninja) Awakening Weapons: Sah Chakram - Melee Attack:
Combo: Management: Defense: Dodging: The Pros Powerful on 1v1 Great Combo Variety Double Jump Cons High Skilled-Cap (Hard to Master) Too much effort when the grinding Kunichi - female analogue ninja - it's easy to fall in love with which uses two different sub-weapons, Kunai or Shuriken - although Kunai may have complemented her skill choices
much more. What she lacks in PvE and the grinding speed, she definitely makes up in 1v1 situations, so PvP enthusiasts will definitely get more out of it. Replacing weapons back and forth is crucial to effective Ninja-ing, and there are always things you could do better in combat. If you're ready for the challenge, give it a try! Official Kunoichi Discord Main
Crescent Pendulum Awakening Crimson Glavy Sub Noble Sword Class: Lan Equipment and Weapons: Sanguine Petal Class Release Date: May 23, 2018 Resource: WP Main Weapon: Crescent Pendulum (exclusive) - Melee Sub-Weapon: Noble Sword (exclusive) Awakening Weapon: Crimson Glaives Attacklee Attack: Combo: Management: Defense:
Defense: Pros Unique Mobility (Gliding) Closing gaps in the fight Effective shredding New Player Friendly Cons Low Knot War Potential Low Defense Lan is one of the most enjoyable BDO classes They can slide long distances in the air - making them cover a lot of ground in a short time - and also gives them the benefit of a sudden attack in PvP. And her
main and awakened weapon focuses on closer to a quarter of the battle, but it has many ways to start a fight from afar - usually as a result of profitable positioning for Lana. Its combos are free, and both weapons will have you feel like you are dancing with enemies! Official Lan Discord Home Blade Awakening Kerispear Sub Horn Bow Class: Maehwa
Equipment and Weapons: Order of apricot-grade Release Date: April 20, 2016 Resource: WP Main Weapon: Blade (same with Musa) - Melee Sub-Weapon: Horn Bow (Horn Bowe)Same with Musa) The Awakening of Arms: Kerispear - Melee Attack: Combo: Management: Dodging: Pros High Single-Purpose Damage Big Mobility So You Keep a Great
Element of Surprise in 1v1s, while benefiting from super-fast grinding speeds. She has a lot of fun to play with, and uses pretty balanced mechanics, making her a great long term investment. You single-purpose damage is one of the highest in the game, so you need to isolate your enemies in PvP, and watch out for the right holes before engaging. In knot
wars you'll be basically a flanker, while you can also Effective for for forts, or other good opportunities to get your team forward. Official Maehwa Discord Home Glove Awakening Cestus Sub Vambrace Class: Mystic Outfit: Default Class Release Date: December 13, 2017 Resource: WP Main Weapon: Gauntlet (same with Attacker) - Melee Sub-Weapon:
Vambrace (same with Striker) Awakening Weapons: Cestus - Melee Attack: Combo: Defense: Mitake! Mystic - better known as Mystake  - is by far the beefiest option you can get as a female class BDO. If you want to be hated by the whole community, to withstand the sick amount of damage and still come out on top, then look no further. Offering a huge
array of martial arts-based combos, it's easy to pick up - but hard to master - a class. Mystics excel in PvE grinding, and because of their health regeneration ability, they can challenge higher grinding spots with fewer transmission requirements, and don't even need to carry any potions. Official Mystic Discord Home Longbow Awakening Kamasylven Sword
Sub Dagger Class: Ranger: Default Class Release Date: March 3, 2016 (from the moment of launch) Resource: MP Main Weapon: Longbow (exclusive) - Sub-Weapon Range: Dagger (same with Witch and Wizard) Awakening Weapons: Kamasylven Sword - Melee Attack: Combo: Combo: Management: Defense: Pro Huge Range Great Positioning True
Ranged / Melee Hybrid Cons Heavy Resource Management that really shows how fun to play can get in the MMO What you don't expect is that your Weapon Awakening is actually a melee sword! Some may get rejected from this (I know I did), but it offers true flexibility as you basically want to keep a great distance with your opponents, and your sword can
save you if caught on them. There's probably no other BDO class that will require so much kiting, so if that's your preferred style of play - you'll have a lot of fun with Ranger! You'll also be very effective in both PvE and PvP, and smart rangers can really make a difference in knot wars too. Official Ranger Discord Home Florang Sub Vitclari Class: Shai (en)
Equipment: Default Class Release Date: June 26, 2019 Resource: MP Main Weapon: Florang (exclusive) - Melee Sub-Weapon: Vitclari (exclusive) Shay has no wake-up weapon, and won't receive one. Attack: Combo: Management: Dodging: Dodging: Pros Powerful Heals Extra Collection / Alchemy XP Extra Weight Limit Only Support Class Cons Reduce
PvP Damage Low Efficiency Damage Shais are very special in many ways, so if you want to avoid creating a loli class, it's going to be hard! Starting with It's worth noting that it's the only class that uses any lifeskill benefits, with 10% extra Collection/Alchemy XP, as well as a huge weight gain limit at the level. I never change my witch lifeskiller, but for min-
miners it will be be a factor. On the other hand, although PvE grinding with Shay is quite fun (her Florang weapon is an actual boomerang!), she really can't do any PvP damage, and her choice of skills is mostly limited to heals and buffs. This makes it necessary, however, on a large scale PvP, since it can provide tremendous support to her group and it is
really impossible to kill her. Official Shay Discord Chief Amulet Awakening Scythian Sub Talisman Class: Wizard of Equipment and Weapons: Khilath Class Release Date: March 3, 2016 (from launch) Resource: MP Main Weapon: Amulet (exclusive) - Melee Sub-Weapon: Talisman (exclusive) Awakening Weapons: Scythian - Melee Attack: Combo: Office:
Very Fast PvE Grinding Tons AoE Damage Great on 1v1 PvP Diverse Mobility (Hard to Predict The Enemy) Sustainability and Adaptability Cons High Qualifying Cover (Hard to Master) Not the first choice in the knot of war Mana Selt Hungry Low Defense Sorceress has been here from the beginning and it has attracted a lot of attention over the years, both
for her amazing PvE grinding skills, as well as its amazing potential in PvP - which is limited by your skill pretty much on this. Both of her weapons focus on close combat, and we are dealing with one of the classes where sharing back and forth your pre-awakening and awakening weapons is absolutely necessary. Fortunately, it's pretty easy to do this, with
many auto-replacement skills replacing you with other weapons, saving valuable time and making for some amazing combos and cc chains. Although Sorceress is far from muscular, and her dodges seem to be limited, she has great dodging/maintain potential by effectively using her invisibility skills and taking advantage of clever positioning. Official
Sorceress Discord Home Shortsword Awakening Heavenly Bo Staff Sub Trinket Class: Tamer Equipment: Default Class Release Date: March 3, 2016 (from the moment of launch) Resource: MP Main Weapon: Shortsword (same with Kunoichi and Ninja) - Melee Sub-Weapon: Trinket (exclusive) Weapon Awakening: Celestial Bo Staff - Melee Attack:
Combo: Control: Evasion: Pros Powerful at 1v1 Great Combo Variety A Pet That Fights! Cons High skill cap (hard to master) Too much effort when grinding glass gun tamer is a true loli in BDO, and I can guarantee loli fans will have a great time with this insanely complex, flexible and powerful class! Lo.. I mean Tamer, always accompanied by her gullible
evil-dog-animal-thing Heilang, which she can directly control and stun her enemies, or even use it as a mount instead of a horse! As you would expect, its defense is very low, so it relies on smart positioning, evasion and patience. With the right opening, it can unleash an endless stream of CC, and make work of any class that underestimated her! Don't go to
Tamer expecting an easy ride - the only one you get is Heilang's. Official Tamer Discord Home Longsworth Awakening Lancia Sub Shield Class: Valkyrie Equipment Equipment Enslar Class Release Date: March 3, 2016 (from launch) Resource: SP Main Weapon: Longsword (same with The Warrior) - Melee Sub-Weapons: Shield (same with The Warrior)
Awakening Weapons: Lancia - Melee Attack: Combo: Management: Defense: Dodging: Pros High Damage High Defense Unit When Moving Clunky Movement Heavy Resources Management High Skills than any other male/female class couple in BDO. They use the same weapons, but in a completely different way as Valkyrie will pay more attention to
damage tanks and providing buffs and treats - which does not mean that its damage is not powerful! Its movement is quite clunky, making it ineffective for quick pvE grinding, but at the same time, her beefiness will make it shine in high-level PvE areas. Valkyrie is not an easy class and you will have to dig deep into its mechanics, especially if you plan PvP
with it, since your skill will determine its usefulness by a long margin. Official Valkyrie Discord General Staff Awakening Aad Sphera Sub Dagger Class: Witch and Weapon: Epheria Marine Class Release Date: March 3, 2016 (from launch) Resource: MP Main Weapon: Personnel (same with The Master) - Range Sub-Weapon: Dagger (same with Ranger and
Wizard) Awakening Weapon: Aad Sphera - Attack Range: Combo: Management: Dodging: Pro War Knot The queen of Tons AoE Damage high-energy in PvE Grinding Cons Slow Casting Times Limited Most of your abilities have a great casting time, so being many steps ahead of your opponent is crucial in your rotation. You will get limited holes to hit, but
landing your spells will prove devastating to your enemies. Your Protective Ability (PA) is an important nod of war buff, and you can easily succeed on a large scale PvP - as long as you manage to hold on to the attention of your enemies. 1v1s will be tricky, but also largely depends on your skill and game knowledge. Definitely a large multi-order class, and a
great offer for players coming from other MMORPGs, as the transition to fast BDO action will be smoother. Official Witch Discord Men's Classes Main Crossbow Awakening Greatbow Sub Ra'ghon Class: Archer Outfit: Default Class Release Date: December 12, 2018 Resource: MP Main Weapon: Crossbow (exclusive) - Range Sub-Weapons: Ra'ghon
(exclusive) Awakening Weapon: Greatbow - Attack Range: Combo: Management: Defense: Dodging: Dodging: Pros Huge Range High DPS Effective PvE Grinding New Player Friendly Cons Glass Gun Stamina Control Archer is Pretty Legolas Boi perhaps the more satisfying Keating will be your bread and butter in both PvE and PvP, while you can uncover
a huge damage from afar, as well as the ability to control the crowd. Grinding with Archer is a breeze, and with clever positioning, positioning, can hold higher-level areas without much disadvantage. Similarly, you can make a big difference in knot wars - as long as you stay away from the line of fire. Managing Stamina and avoiding dangerous encounters will
be your main concern as is appropriate for the bow-owner! Official Archer Discord Chief Axe Awakening Iron Buster Sub Decorative Node Class: Berserker Equipment: Default Class Release Date: March 3, 2016 (from launch) Resource: WP Main Weapon: Axe (exclusive) - Melee Sub-Weapon: Ornamental Knot (same with Dark Knight) Awakening
Weapons: Iron Buster - Melee Attack: Combo: Control: Defense: Pros Most Annoying Class for Your Opponents Hard CC High Burst Damage Melee / Ranged Hybrid Cons Predictable Animations Your job is to disrupt the battlefield by stomping enemies, or even taking them for aerial walks! Your blast damage will be more than enough to finish them off if
you don't get caught in the act because of your long animation. You won't have any problems with Grinding, and there is also a high demand for Berserkers in Knot Wars. Well, we both know that only a certain group of people will decide to play this brutal class, so if you're one of them, you're guaranteed to find what you're looking for under his long, hairy
hands.  Berserker Discord Home Shamshire Awakening? Sub-Khaladi Class: Gashashin Outfit: Default Class Release Date: September 2, 2020 Resource: ? Main Weapon: Shamshir (exclusive) - Melee Sub-Weapon: Haladie (exclusive) Awakening Weapons: ? Attack: Combo: Control: Defense: Dodging: Pros Good Combo Variety Great Mobility Cons
Predictable Animation Low Defense Hashashin is fast-paced ... a killer who feels more offensive - and less strategic - version of ninja, as well as a unique look at the Sorceress class. It definitely resembles the archetype of Rogue from other MMOs, but what he lacks in stealth, he admires his mobility and unexpected attacks. You use a good arsenal of skills
to clean through PvE waves quickly, and can more than stand on your 1v1 (if you have a good understanding of class mechanics). In Knot Wars you will have a flank position though, so knowing how to play around enemy classes will be crucial to your success. Official Hashashin Discord Main Blade Awakening Crescent Blade Sub Horn Onion Class: Musa
Outfit: Default Class Release Date: April 20, 2016 Resource: WP Main Weapon: Blade (same with Maehwa) - Melee Sub-Weapon: Horn Bow (same The Most With Maehwa) The Awakening of Arms: Crescent Blade - Melee Attack: Combo: Management: Defense: Dodging: Pros Insane Mobility Effective PvE Grinding Good Single-Target using a huge array
of dash and gap-closer - and you really don't want to get into his blade! With the intellectual resources, resources, Can literally never stop moving and killing, making it an amazing choice for grinding, and an interesting choice for 1v1 PvP. You are a master of PvE cleaning speed, while your role in knot wars will be mostly flank and scouting, since you have to
be very careful before dealing with any enemy. Once you successfully initiate though, it's GG for your opponent! Official Musa Discord Home Shortsworth Awakening Sura Katana Sub Shuriken' Class: Ninja Outfit: Default Class Release Date: July 20, 2016 Resource: MAIN Weapon WP: Shortward (same with Kunoichi and Tamer) - Melee Sub-Weapon:
Shuriken (same with Kunichio, Better for Ninja) / Kunai (same with Kunoichi, better for Kunoichi) Awakening Weapons: Sura Katana - Melee Attack: Combo: Management: Dodging: The Pros Powerful on 1v1 Great Combo Variety Double Jump Cons High Cap Skills (Hard to Master) Too much effort when a grinding ninja is a high-skilled/highly rewarded class
like his co-or.com. The ability to use Stealth and move undetected opens up a new type of gameplay for BDO, since you will choose your fights more than they choose you! Your potential increases greatly with points skills, gear and actual skill, so the progression of the ninja certainly performs. Not the best choice for PvE Grinding (not that you will have any
problems doing it), Ninja is king of 1v1 PvP. Large-scale PvP will be harder to manage, but it's also your chance to prove who is the true leader on the battlefield! Official Ninja Discord Home Glove Awakening Gardbrace Sub Vambrace Class: Striker Outfit: Default Class Release Date: May 24, 2017 Resource: WP Main Weapon: Glove (same with Mysticism)
- Melee Sub-Weapon: Vambrace (same with Mysticism) Awakening Weapons: Gardbrace - Melee Attack: Combo: Combo: Management: Defense: Dodging: High Damage High Damage High Defense Cc Cons High Qualifying Cover (Hard to Master) Predictable Animation Striker - Widely Known as Stroke r He's really versatile in the role he can take
during the knot war, making it hard to go wrong with him. May not be the best in grinding, but your 1v1 power will be more than enough to keep you interested in contested spots! The striker really shines in small PvP scenarios, being a one-man army no one wants to go against. Official Striker Discord Chief Longsworth Awakening Greatsword Sub Shield
Class: Warrior: Default Class Release Date: March 3, 2016 (from launch) Resource: WP Main Weapon: Longsword (same with Valkyrie) - Melee Sub-Weapon: Shield (same with Valkyrie) Awakening Weapons: Greatsword - Melee Attack: Combo: is the male equivalent of Valkyrie and it is by far the most unique Warrior class you will find in any MMORPG, so
be sure to be positively surprised! Few classes can take you to 1v1 as your yours is powerful. You won't be the fastest in grinding low-level zones, but your efficiency in high-level areas will be more than the ultimate for doing so. An important tool for small or large scale PvP, having a good warrior in a team can prove to be the game changing. Official Warrior
of Discord General Staff Awakening Godr Sphera Sub Dagger Class: Wizard: Default Class Release Date: March 3, 2016 (from the launch) Resource: MP Main Weapon: Staff (same with witch) - Sub-Weapon Range: Dagger (same with Ranger and Witch) The Awakening of Arms: Godr Sphera - Attack Range: Combo: Management: Dodging: The Pros Knot
War King Ton AoE Damage High-Energy in order to get into the heat of battle in order to unleash his devastating AoE spells and then get out as quickly as possible! Its presence on a large scale PvP is essential, offering a huge explosion of damage as well as strong supporting abilities. Wizard of Long Casting times make for a strategic gameplay that
traditional MMO fans will surely appreciate. You won't have any issues grinding low or high-level areas, but you have to be especially careful with enemies, since if you are caught off guard in 1v1, you have a very low chance of surviving - not to mention causing damage. Official Wizard of Discord
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